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Abstract
Polymer flooding is arguably the most widely used method of chemical EOR (Romero-Zeron, 2012) as
it improves the mobility ratio and leads to an increase in total oil recovery. However, due to their
structure, polymer tend to be retained by the rock due to mechanical entrapment or electrostatic
forces, which decreases permeability and total production (Sorbie, 2013). This mechanism, while
having been observed in the industry, has been relatively understudied, particularly at the
microscopic pore scale. Glass-silicon-glass micromodel flooding are a relatively novel experiment
type used to assess the effectiveness of different EOR methods, which allow for the visualisation of
fluid flow at pore level (Wegner et al., 2015).
This paper thus applies micromodel visualisation to the study of polymer retention, also known as
plugging effects. Plugging effects have been noted as being concentrated near the injector well
(Sorbie, 2013) in oil fields; hence streamline visualisation was used to confirm this distribution
pattern at microscopic level. The experiment involved successive injections of brine and polymer
solution, together with a fluorescent tracer particle, to ease the visualisation of fluid flow. The
differential pressure within the micromodel was measured at all times.
Statistical analysis of plugging distribution showed that polymer retention was greatest near the
injection point, and generally concentrated along the main axis of flow; more peripheral areas were
less affected. Study of the evolution of plugging over time showed that it was fairly permanent, with
the injection of certain organic molecules even worsening the symptoms; the tracer particle in
particular, while having no effect of its own, was found to interact with retained polymers and
increase plugging. Pore size was found to be correlated with the degree of polymer retention; the
analysis of plugged pores showed that none were above 405 µm.
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•

d – Diameter
De – Deborah number
G’ – Elastic modulus
h – Height
K – Consistency index
K – Permeability
M – Mobility ratio
N – Flow behaviour index
Q – Rate of energy dissipation
Re – Reynold number
v – Velocity
Wi – Weissenberg number
γ – Shear rate
γ’ – Shear strain
λ – Relaxation time
μ – Viscosity
ρ – Density
τ – Shear stress

𝑑𝑦

– Velocity gradient
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1. Introduction
In order to produce oil from a reservoir, it must be able to travel from the depth that it is found at,
all the way to the surface; this process requires energy. During the initial stage of production, the
pressure inside the reservoir, caused by the weight of the lithologies above and around, causes the
oil to be pressurized and be expelled to the surface, where the pressure is lower, once the reservoir
has been perforated. This phenomenon is natural and is termed primary recovery .
As the fluids are removed from the reservoir, the pressure inside it will tend to decrease over time.
This will therefore decrease the strength of the force pushing the oil towards the surface and
decrease the production rate. Over time, the production will stop altogether.
Thus, there is a need to introduce a new source of energy, so as to prevent, or at least, slow down
the drop in pressure and increase the recovery. These processes are termed secondary recovery
and are usually achieved by the injection of fluids.
Fluid injections have two main objectives, to increase the pressure inside of the reservoir by filling
the pore space, and to displace the oil that may have remained in place.
Often, a distinction is then made between secondary and tertiary recovery , where secondary
recovery involves the injection of simple fluids such as water and dry gas, and tertiary recovery
involving the injection of more elaborate chemical or thermal fluids.
The most common chemical EOR method is arguably polymer flooding, used when traditional
waterflooding is not effective, i.e. for heavier oils with high viscosities. The aim of the addition of
polymers is thus to increase the viscosity of the fluid injected so as to better displace the oil in
place.
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1.1 What are polymers?
The polymers used in the petroleum industry are organic molecules made up of repeating carbonbased chain units. They are added to a water solution in order to increase the viscosity of the
injection fluids and improve the mobility ratio.

𝑀=

𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑂𝑖𝑙

𝑘𝑟𝑤
𝜆𝑤
𝑘𝑟𝑤 𝜇𝑜
𝜇
=
= 𝑤 =
𝑘𝑟𝑜
𝜆𝑜
𝑘𝑟𝑜 𝜇𝑤
𝜇𝑜

Where krw is the permeability of the reservoir to water, kro is the permeability of the reservoir to oil
and μo and μw are the oil and water viscosities, respectively.
When the mobility ratio is over one, viscous fingering may occur, a phenomenon where the injected
water bypasses and flows through the reservoir without pushing the oil out towards the production
well. When the mobility ratio is brought closer or below 1, the mobility ratio is improved and
production is increased; this is the main aim of the injection of polymer solutions.

Figure 1.1.1 - Acrylamide Monomer

The most commonly used polymers for enhanced oil recovery in the industry are without doubt the
hydrolysed polyacrylamides, or HPAM for short. HPAMs are straight chain polymers made up of
acrylamide monomers, whose structure is depicted in Figure 1.1.1.

HPAMs are often referred to as partially hydrolysed polyacrylamides, as the degree of hydrolysis – a
chemical reaction in which the oxygen double bond reacts with a water molecule – varies and
modifies the properties of the polymer, such as shear and thermal stability.
HPAM molecules are flexible carbon chains that react readily with ions, due to their polyelectrolytic
nature. This causes them to be more sensitive to the presence of salts in the solution and to have
their properties altered by high concentrations of salt (Sorbie, 2013).
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Figure 1.1.2 - Polyacrylamide made from acrylamide monomers. Molecular weights may reach 2 to 10 x 10 6 (Source: Sorbie,
2013)

Molecular weights for polyacrylamide may reach 2 to 10 x 10 6 but are usually not homogeneous.
HPAMs in particular tend to demonstrate large variance in molecular weight distribution, even
within a single solution or batch (Herbas et al., 2015).

Figure 1.1.3 - Molecular weight distribution showing the expected range within a single solution (Source: Sorbie, 2013)

As such, even a single batch of polymer from a single manufacturer may contain polymer chains of
varying lengths, as shown in Figure 1.1.3.
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1.2 Polymer Retention: Plugging Effects
When adding polymer to a waterflood, the aim is to increase the viscosity, so as to improve the
mobility ratio. However, due to the chemical formula and structure of these long polymer chains,
they may interact significantly with the reservoir rock or the ions in the fluid itself. This may cause a
reduction in porosity and more, significantly, in permeability, which may negatively affect oil
production and thus be a concern to the producer.
The three main types of polymer retention mechanisms are polymer adsorption, mechanical
entrapment and hydrodynamic retention, which will be discussed below.

Figure 1.2.1 - Polymer retention mechanisms (Source: Sorbie, 2013)

•

Polymer adsorption – mainly due intermolecular attractions due to electrostatic
forces; van Der Waals and hydrogen bonding being the ones responsible for the adhesion of
the polymer chains to the edges of the rock grains, rather than chemical reactions.

•

Mechanical entrapment – this phenomenon occurs when large polymer chains
become physically lodged into a narrow passage. They then become stuck, therefore causing
a reduction in flow through the blocked pores.

•

Hydrodynamic retention – an effect observed in which the polymer molecules are
more likely to be retained at higher injection rates; hence the name “hydrodynamic”. This
type of retention is reversible; when the flow is reduced or stopped, the flow that was
impeded by hydrodynamic retention resumes. This may be explained by areas of high
polymer concentration where the molecules become trapped by hydrodynamic drag forces.
Thus when the flow is slowed or stopped, they become free to move again.
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2. State-of-the-Art – Literature Review
2.1 Polymer Behaviour and Properties
The study of fluid dynamics has allowed us to understand the nature of fluid behaviour; this of
course, has applications in fluid injections used in EOR.
In order to better understand the behaviour of polymers and their relation to polymer plugging, the
following variables and concepts will be defined and discussed.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shear rate
Viscosity
Newtonian and Non-Newtonian Fluids
Shear Thinning and Shear Thickening
Viscoelasticity
Relaxation time
Deborah Number
Weissenberg Number
Reynold Number

2.1.1 Shear rate
If a fluid were flowing in between two plates, with one of them moving at a constant velocity and
the other stationary, then we could define the shear rate as follows:

𝛾=

𝑣
ℎ

Where γ is the shear rate (in reciprocal seconds), v is the velocity of the moving plate (in metres per
second) and h is the distance between the plates (in metres). Thus we see that for higher velocities,
the shear rate will be larger and that for a greater spacing between the plates, the shear rate will be
lower. It can be said that shear rate is proportional to velocity, and inversely proportional to the
distance between the plates (McDonough, 2009).
In the case of injection EOR, this means that increasing the injection rate will tend to increase the
shear rate; the two are directly linked to each other, but are not synonymous. Furthermore, the
shear rate would be higher for tubes of smaller diameters than for ones with a larger diameter, as
the friction from the edges of the tube will cause an overall proportionally greater shearing effect in
small tubes than in larger ones.
When large shear rates are applied to a polymer solution, they tend to mechanically degrade, i.e. the
chains will break down and split, causing a shortening of the carbon chains. Longer chains are more
affected by mechanical degradation and as a result, plugging effects, particularly mechanical
entrapment, will tend to be reduced (Sorbie, 2013).

2.1.2 Viscosity
Viscosity can be simply described as the resistance of a given fluid to flow. It arises due to mutual
attraction between molecules within a fluid and transfer of momentum between them (McDonough,
2009).
For a fluid flowing between two plates, one stationary and one moving at a constant velocity, the
fluid viscosity may be defined by the following equation:
14

𝜏=𝜇
Where τ is the shear stress,

𝑑𝑢
𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑢
𝑑𝑦

is the velocity gradient between the plates, and µ is the viscosity. This

equation is referred to as Newton’s law of viscosity and applies to the so-called Newtonian fluids
(Nakayama, 1999).
For non-Newtonian fluids, the relationship is non-linear, as stated above. As a result, their shear
stress is usually expressed as follows:

𝑑𝑢 𝑛
𝜏= 𝐾( )
𝑑𝑦
Where τ is the shear stress, K is the consistency index,

𝑑𝑢
𝑑𝑦

is the velocity gradient and n is the flow

behaviour index (McDonough, 2009).
For polymer solutions in particular, viscosity is higher than for, for example, water. This is due to the
length of the polymer chains, which allows not only for more intermolecular attractions, but also a
greater length for transfer of momentum, energy dissipation (Sorbie, 2013). This, in turn, results in a
more favourable mobility ratio between oil and the polymer solution, in the context of EOR.
However, if a high shear rate is applied to a polymer solution, their viscosity changes; they are nonNewtonian fluids, which will be explained in 2.1.3.

2.1.3 Newtonian Vs Non-Newtonian Fluids
Newtonian fluids are a type of fluid for which a given rate of angular deformation, or shear rate,
shear stress is directly proportional to viscosity (McDonough, 2009).
Newtonian fluids are so-called because they show a linear relationship between shear rate and rate
of strain, in accordance with Newton’s law of deformation (Fitzpatrick, 2014).

Figure 2.1.3a – Graphs of shear stress and viscosity with respect to shear rate for Newtonian fluids. The linear relationship
between both of them is visible (Source: Fitzpatrick, 2014)

This means that for Newtonian fluids, viscosity is constant and does not vary with shear rate.
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Some fluids do not follow this linear relationship between shear rate and shear stress – they are
referred to as non-Newtonian fluids. These include many types of liquids, and among them, polymer
solutions used in EOR are found.

Figure 2.1.3b - Rheology Diagram showing the linear relationship of Newtonian Fluids. Non-Newtonian fluids are those that
do not follow the straight line (Source: Nakayama, 1999)

2.1.4 Shear Thinning and Shear Thickening
Non-Newtonian can further be categorized into three types depending on their behaviour, which
deviates from the linear relationship between shear rate and shear stress seen in Newtonian fluids;
dilatant fluids, pseudoplastic fluids and Bingham plastic.
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Figure 2.1.4a - Shear rate with respect to shear stress for various fluid types (Source: Chhabra, 2010)

•

Dilatant fluids, also known as shear thickening

•

Pseudoplastic fluids, also known as shear thinning

fluids, are those that exhibit an increase in
viscosity (i.e. an increase in thickness) when the shear rate is increased. These types of fluids
are typically solutions with solid suspensions. This explains why at low shear rates, their
viscosity is comparatively low, as the liquid “lubricates” the mix and limits solid-solid friction
and interaction. At higher shear rates however, the solution expands and the liquid is no
longer enough to keep the solid particles apart from each other, and the friction between
them increases, leading to an increased viscosity (Chhabra, 2010).
fluids, are fluids whose viscosity
decreases with shear rate. This includes most polymer solutions such as xanthan and
polyacrylamide.
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Figure 2.1.4b - Viscosity of a pseudoplastic fluid with respect to its shear rate (Source: Sorbie, 2013)

At low flow rates, pseudoplastic fluids typically exhibit a Newtonian behaviour, but as the
shear rate is increased, viscosity begins to decrease as well. The shear rate value for which
the viscosity transitions from one to the other is often referred to as first critical shear rate.
This is seen on Figure 2.1.4b, where viscosity is constant at low shear rates (indicated by a
horizontal line), but starts decreasing past the first critical shear rate, indicated by a
descending line.
The viscosity for a polymer solution can, as a result, be given by the following equation:

𝜇=

𝑄
𝛾2

Where Q is the rate of energy dissipation of the molecules, γ the shear rate and µ the
viscosity. In this case we see that viscosity is a function of the square of the shear rate
(Sorbie, 2013).
•

Bingham plastic – a type of fluid that does not flow unless the shear stress exceeds a
certain threshold value.

2.1.5 Viscoelasticity
Non-Newtonian fluids may be categorized in the three types described above, however some fluids
exhibit yet another type of behaviour: viscoelasticity. Viscoelastic fluids, much like elastic solids,
demonstrate the ability to return to their original shape, if a shear strain of small magnitude is
applied to them. For these small shear strain values, Hooke’s law applies:
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𝜏 = 𝐺′𝛾′
Where τ is the shear stress, G’ is the elastic modulus and γ’ is the shear strain (Sorbie, 2013).
Viscoelastic fluids show a combination of fluid-like and solid-like elastic behaviour which can only be
characterized by complex mathematical equations (Chhabra, 2010).

2.1.5 Relaxation time
In order to more easily quantify and describe a fluid’s viscoelasticity a parameter λ, relaxation time,
is considered. It is a measure of the time taken for the molecules of a viscoelastic fluid to react to
change in flow conditions. (Bodiguel et al., 2015).
A high relaxation time indicates a high degree of viscoelastic behaviour for a given fluid.

2.1.6 Deborah Number
Another way to characterize viscoelastic fluids involves using the Deborah number:

𝐷𝑒 =

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑥𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

Alternatively, the Deborah number may be expressed as a function of angular frequency:

𝐷𝑒 = 𝜆. 𝜔| 𝜔=𝛾
Where λ is the relaxation time, ω is the angular frequency and γ is the shear rate (Wegner et al.,
2015).
A Deborah number value of 0 indicates a purely viscous behaviour and a value of ∞ indicates a
purely elastic one. Viscoelastic fluids have values in between the two extremes (Chhabra, 2010).

2.1.7 Weissenberg Number
When studying non-linear or non-laminar flows, another parameter may be used; the Weissenberg
number. The Weissenberg number is used to describe the degree of elastic behaviour and nonlinearity in a fluid flow. It is calculated using the equation:

𝑊𝑖 = 𝛾𝜆
Where λ is the relaxation time of the fluid and γ is the shear rate (Howe et al., 2015).
A Weissenberg number of 0 indicates that the fluid has a purely viscous behaviour whereas a
Weissenberg number value above zero indicates an elastic response to changing flow conditions.

2.1.8 Reynold Number
The Reynold number is used to quantify the degree of the turbulence for a given flow. The higher
the Reynold number, the stronger the turbulence in the flow will be (Walsh, 2016).
The Reynold can be quantified by the following equation:

𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌𝑣𝑑
µ
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Where ρ is the fluid density, v is the average velocity, d is the diameter of the tube and μ is the fluid
viscosity (Nakayama, 1999).

2.2 Glass-Silicone-Glass Micromodels
In order to assess the effectiveness of polymer flooding, two main types of experiments are carried
out: core flooding, and horizontal micro-model flooding. Core flooding has the advantage of being
three-dimensional, as well as having the possibility of being made of actual rock matrix, as opposed
to synthetic materials. However, the rock structure does not allow for visualisation of the fluid flow
inside; to do so, glass-silicon-glass micromodels are used.
Micro-models consist of an essentially two-dimensional silicone surface, which simulates the pore
size and geometry of the studied rock. The silicone layer is held in place by two layers of glass, to
prevent the escape of fluids in the vertical direction, and one opening for input of injection fluids
and another one for output. Because of the silicon layer being sandwiched between two layers of
glass, this type of micromodels is often referred to as Glass-Silicon-Glass micromodels, or GSG for
short.

Figure 2.2.1 - Glass-silicon-glass micromodel. In this picture, a square 4x4 cm model is shown.

The glass covers are transparent and allow the injection to be monitored at any moment thanks to
microscopes and cameras which allow us to take pictures or even videos of the process. In order to
enhance ease of visualisation even further, a fluorescent polystyrene-based tracer particle is added
to the polymer solution (Rock et al., 2016).
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Figure 2.2.2 - Micromodels can be placed on a microscope tray to enhance visualisation

This makes micromodels ideal for observation of fluid flow, however their two-dimensional structure
does not fully allow the prediction of three-dimensional fluid behaviour. They are, however, used as
a screening process, whereby an EOR procedure being unsuccessful in a simplified structure such as
micromodels indicates an unviable approach.

Glass-Silicone-Glass Micromodel Manufacture
GSG micromodels are constructed by taking a silicon layer and using an acid to dry etch through it,
creating the porous structure and resulting in a transparent model. The process is accurate enough
to allow us to synthetically recreate the pore size, shape and structure of virtually any type of rock
studied.
The standard volume of micromodels is 40 mm x 40 mm x 0.05 mm (Wegner et al., 2015).

2.3 Polymer Solution Preparation
In order to prepare a polymer solution for use in EOR in an oil field, it is usually prepared on site
from a powdered solid or from a highly concentrated solution or gel. It is then filtered using a
membrane or a sand filter, to remove impurities before injection (Sorbie, 2013).
When preparing a polymer solution for use in a laboratory, the standard procedure involves
producing a large amount of a high-concentration “mother solution”. It is then divided into small
batches and may be further diluted to the desired polymer concentration. This process reduces error
as opposed to individually preparing solutions of different concentrations one by one.
Polymers are usually diluted using brines, which may be of the salinity range of the reservoir to
simulate reservoir conditions. Polymers may also be non-sheared or sheared, in order to
mechanically degrade the longest polymer chains, whilst trying not to modify the average value of
the molecular weight. This may be done to reduce polymer retention in small pores, as molecules
with very high chain lengths tend to cause plugging (Herbas et al., 2015).
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2.4 Shearing Conditions
While it is well known that polymers degrade in high temperature conditions, they can also be
mechanically degraded when submitted to high shear rates. Polyacrylamides in particular are
particularly susceptible to such degradation, more so than other polymers such as xanthan.
When polymers are mechanically degraded, they lose their structural integrity and their viscosity is
lowered as a result.
Polymer mechanical degradation studies have yielded the following observations:
•
•
•

The degree of polymer degradation depends on the molecular weight, the shear rate and
the fluid viscosity.
Larger molecules offer more resistance to flow, hence are more likely to break.
For a given shear stress, there is a critical molecular weight below which there is no
mechanical degradation (Sorbie, 2013).

This implies that whether or not a polymer is sheared will have direct consequences on its
viscosity and behaviour; relaxation time and viscosity are reduced for a sheared polymer
solution, compared to a non-sheared solution. The degree of plugging may also be reduced, as
longer polymer chains are mechanically degraded (Herbas et al., 2015).

2.5 Salinity and Polymer behaviour
As polymer molecules are polyelectrolytes, they interact readily with the presence of salts and ions.
Higher salt concentrations tend to decrease polymer viscosity, as they modify the shape of the
polymer chains, as shown in the figure below. This leads to seemingly shorter chains with a reduced
ability to interact with each other, explaining the drop in viscosity observed (Sorbie, 2013).

Figure 2.5 - Salt modifies the shape and structure of polymer chains (Source: Sorbie, 2013)
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As a result, maintaining a constant salinity level when preparing the polymer solutions and during
injection is of utmost importance to ensure that the geometry and properties of the polymer chains
are not modified during operation.

2.6 Plugging effects
Polymer chains may become stuck in small pores due to their size, or adhere to and interact with the
grains of the rock through electrostatic forces or chemical reactions. This may cause a nearnegligible reduction in porosity of the model and reservoir overall, but the effects on permeability
may be much larger. The decrease in permeability is large enough for the total production to be
affected and be a cause of concern to the producer.
Overall, polymer retention phenomena decrease sweep efficiency and permeability, resulting in a
lower oil recovery. The decrease in oil production is enough for plugging effects to be a concern to
producers (Sorbie, 2013).
Common solutions for decreasing polymer plugging in oil fields include the injection of powerful
oxidants, though newer bacterial-based treatments also exist (Wang et al., 2014).
Plugging effects have been noted in the industry as being concentrated near the injection well,
where the polymer concentration is highest, and comparatively lower the further away from the
injection point (Sorbie, 2013).
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3. Methodology
The scope of this project is to determine the influence of plugging effects caused by the injection of
polymers in SGS micromodels, mainly to answer the three following questions:
•

•
•

How is polymer retention distributed around the micromodel? The literature reports that
field experience has shown plugging effects to take place mainly near the injector well; is
this also true at a pore-scale level?
How does polymer retention evolve over time? Do subsequent injections improve the flow
or do exacerbate the plugging? To what extent is it reversible?
What is the influence of pore size on polymer retention? As expected, smaller pore sizes
should cause a greater degree of mechanical entrapment – to what extent is this influential?

To answer these questions, streamline visualisation of the fluid flow inside the pores of the
micromodel was carried out, both before and after polymer injection and the pressure differential
was measured inside the micromodel.

3.1 Set-Up
Equipment used
The experiment was carried out at the laboratories of the Technical University of Clausthal and the
following laboratory equipment was used:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Injection pumps which mechanically push the back of a syringe at a slow and steady rate, so
as to get a small-scale and constant injection rate
Micromodels – essentially a two-dimensional silicon layer which mimics the pore structure
of a real rock. In this experiment, square 4x4cm models were used.
Microscope
Pressure transducer – device used to measure the pressure differential
Back-pressure devices – devices which maintain the pressure within the system above a
certain threshold value, in order to prevent the formation of gases
Computer – required to run the microscope software, as well as record data, such as
pressure response data and microscope pictures
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Figure 3.1.1 – Equipment used for the injection experiment into glass-silicon-glass micromodels

Set-Up Optimization
The differential pressure sensor is sensitive to the effect of the pressure of the fluids inside the
tubes, and not only the one inside the micromodel; this may cause a certain degree of error in the
readings. To remedy this problem, the following measures may be taken:
1. Keep the length and volume of the tubes as small as possible
2. Insert a restrictor, consisting of a brass plug with holes at an angle – these must be custom
made for the given set-up
3. Correct the signal using the inverse of the tubing system transfer function (Irwin P., Cooper
K.R., Girard R., 1979)
For the sake of simplicity, the first solution was implemented in this experiment. Furthermore, this
had the advantage of also decreasing the time taken to get the fluids to enter the micromodel, as
well as decreasing the time taken for fluids to be flushed out of the pipes, when changing the fluid to
be injected.
A back-pressure device is also required to maintain the fluids pressurised and prevent any gases
from being released and affect the pressure readings. Thus, the following set up was proposed:

Figure 3.1.2 - Schematic representation of equipment set-up
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Chemicals used – Polymer Solution Preparation
The water injected was Nzizi brine, the tracer used was a polystyrene-based microparticle
and the polymer used was a non-sheared Flopaam (a type of polyacrylamide) of 1000 ppm. Both the
polystyrene-based microparticle and the Flopaam polymer were kept refrigerated at all times, to
avoid thermal degradation of the heat-sensitive polymers, except during the injection experiment,
which was carried out at room temperature (25°C).
To prepare the polymer solution, a high-concentration mother solution was prepared. This
involved taking the polymer in powdered form and dissolving in brine. To ease dissolution, a
magnetic stirrer was used. As the objective of the study was to observe plugging and the shearing
polymer solutions tend to decrease polymer chain length and, in turn, plugging, only low rotation
speeds were used in the preparation of the polymer solution (< 300 RVM).
The mother solution was then dissolved until the desired concentration of 1000 ppm was obtained.
To avoid the shearing and mechanical degradation of the polymer, which would cause a
shortening of the polymer chains, and possibly, a decrease in plugging effects, low shear rates had to
be be ensured throughout the experiment. Thus, the injection rate used throughout the experiment
was kept at a low constant value, set at a mere 10 µl/min.

3.2 Experiment Procedure
The scope of this work was to study the effects of polymer plugging at the pore scale within
the controlled environment of glass-silicon-glass micromodel, which involves the injection of a tracer
particle to ease streamline visualisation. However, said tracer particle is polystyrene-based and a
polymer itself, so the first natural step was to ensure that it did not cause plugging itself and
compromise the results. In order to verify this, the experiment was split into two parts.
The first part consisted in determining whether or not the tracer particles caused plugging of
the pores and quantitatively describe the extent of this effect.
This involved a first injection of brine – without any tracer particles – in order to saturate the
micromodel, and the pressure differential during the process was recorded. Brine was subsequently
injected again but this time with a tracer particle and the pressure differential was again recorded. If
the pressure differential was different between the two injections, this would indicate some
plugging effect. Pictures of the fluid flow were also taken during the injection of brine with tracer for
future reference.
After this first part of the experiment, the micromodel undergoes a chemical cleaning procedure to
rid it of any organic molecules, which will be further described in chapter 3.3.

In the second part of the experiment, the micromodel was again flushed with brine so as to
saturate it fully. Polymer was then injected together with the tracer particles and the pressure
differential is measured.
After pictures of the fluid flow were taken with the microscope, two further injections of brine
followed: one without tracer to flush the polymer out of the micromodel and a final one with tracer
to further visualise the flow of water, and compare it with the first injection – at which point, any
differences in the flow geometry should be visible. The pressure response was measured at every
step.
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The steps were summarised in Table 1.
Table 1
Step
Step (0)
Step (1)
Step (2)
Step (3)
Step (4)
Step (5)
Step (6)

Procedure
Brine injection without tracer
Brine injection with tracer
Cleaning of Micromodel
Brine injection without tracer
Polymer injection with tracer
Brine injection without tracer
Brine injection with tracer

Tracer Particle

Pictures


✓
N/A


✓
N/A


✓

✓


✓
✓
✓

Pressure Response
Measured
Measured
N/A
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured

3.3 Micromodel Cleaning Procedure
The cleaning of the micromodel was performed in step (2) to rid it of the presence of the tracer
particles. It was performed after the last step, in order to remove all traces of polymer and tracer
particles present in the micromodel. The aim of the procedure is to completely remove any
chemicals present remaining and prepare the micromodel so it may be operated once again.
The steps involved may be summarized as follow:
1. The micromodel is flooded with 10 ml of deionized water at a rate of 1 mL/min, in order to
remove most of the polymer and tracer particles
2. Xylene is then injected at 1 mL/min for 2 minutes and then injected at a decreased rate of 10
µL/min for another 2 to 3 minutes. Xylene dissolves the polymer chains; which is why it is
injected at a high flow rate initially and then at a reduced rate – to let it “sit” in the
micromodel and have time to dissolve all the molecules.
3. The model is then flushed with Isopropanol to remove the Xylene. Once Xylene is in the
micromodel, it must be removed; however, it is miscible with water, therefore water is not a
suitable fluid to “push” the Xylene out of the model.
4. 10 mL of deionized water is once again flushed in the micromodel to remove the
Isopropanol.
Another further two steps may be taken, to finish the cleaning:
1. The micromodel may be flushed with carbon dioxide to remove air from the model and the
tubes.
2. It is then flooded with water. The water pushes or dissolves most of the carbon dioxide and
a model fully saturated with water is obtained.
Sometimes polymer and/or tracer particles still remain in the model, even after careful execution of
the steps described above; in which case, it may be flushed with Peroxymonosulfuric acid (H2SO5).
This step is separately performed in a chemical laboratory.

3.4 Pressure Analysis
As mentioned in 3.1, the pressure response was measured for every step during injection. A
typical pressure response presents a steep initial increase in pressure as fluids are injected, followed
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by a plateau where the pressure stabilises due to the volume of fluids going in being equal to the
volume of fluids coming out.

Figure 3.4.1 - Typical pressure response profile with a steep increase and a pressure plateau

In our experiment, the pressure reading at the horizontal line is the one used for comparison
between injections and further calculations.
In order to quantify the degree of plugging taking place in the micromodel, the residual resistance
factor (RRF) may be defined:
𝑅𝑅𝐹 =

∆𝑃𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒
∆𝑃𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟

The residual resistance factor is the ratio between the pressure response of one injection and a
subsequent one of the same fluid type.
This means that, if the pressure response of one injection is equal to the value of the one after, then:
𝑅𝑅𝐹 = 1
Indicating that the fluid behaviour inside the micromodel was unchanged and that plugging did not
occur. If the 𝑅𝑅𝐹 > 1, this indicates a decrease in permeability, leading to an increase in pressure.
Thus, the residual resistance factor allows us to quantify the degree of plugging.

3.5 Streamline Visualisation
As described in Table 1 in chapter 3.2, pictures of the fluid flow were taken in step (1), (4), (5) and (6)
for further analysis. Even though no tracer particles were injected during step (5), the fluid flow is
still visible on the pictures as enough tracer remains in the micromodel to allow proper visualisation.
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Due to computational and storage limitations, pictures were taken only at five points in the
micromodel, as opposed to being taken for the whole model. In order to ensure that the pictures are
representative of the whole sample, they were positioned as indicated in Figure 10.

Figure 3.5.1 - Schematic representation of the micromodel and the placement of photographed points

As such, Points 1, 2 and 3 are positioned on the main axis of fluid flow, connecting the input and
output through a straight line. Points 4 and 5 were intentionally taken on more peripheral positions
to better assess spatial distribution of plugging.
The final objective of streamline visualization was to compare the fluid flow before to the flow after
the polymer injection, with any difference between the two assumed to be due to the effects of
polymer retention.

3.6 Statistical Analysis
Once the pictures had been taken with the microscope and fluid flow before and after had
been compared, we further analysed them and began quantifying the extent of plugging. To do so,
the pictures were divided into a 10x10 grid and each grid block was given a discrete value, being
classified in the null, low plugging, medium plugging and high plugging, depending on the extent of
polymer retention.
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Figure 3 - Example of a grid obtained from a single microscope picture, with varying degrees of plugging

This resulted in a quantitative measurement of plugging, based on a qualitative description of the
severity of said plugging. Furthermore, this statistical analysis allowed us to study the spatial
distribution of the plugging, as well as its evolution over subsequent injections.

3.7 Study of the Influence of Pore Size on Plugging Effects
The final part of the result analysis involved assessing the influence of pore size on plugging
effects. As was explained in Chapter 1, mechanical entrapment occurs when the polymer chains are
too large to pass through the pores. Assuming that smaller pores are more likely to be plugged, how
can we used streamline visualisation to confirm the hypothesis?
The pictures for each point were taken and a sample of pores showing signs of mechanical
entrapment were selected. Using the microscope software to introduce a scale into the image
automatically based on magnification used, we could then work out the size of the plugged pores. A
histogram of distribution was then drawn.
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4. Results
4.1 Pressure analysis
Table 1 – Numbered steps
Step
Step (0)
Step (1)
Step (2)
Step (3)
Step (4)
Step (5)
Step (6)

Procedure
Brine injection without tracer
Brine injection with tracer
Cleaning of Micromodel
Brine injection without tracer
Polymer injection with tracer
Brine injection without tracer
Brine injection with tracer

Tracer Particle

Pictures


✓
N/A


✓
N/A


✓

✓


✓
✓
✓

Pressure Response
Measured
Measured
N/A
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured

4.1.1 Assessment of tracer effect on micromodel permeability
•

Step (0) – Brine injection

The pressure response for the injection of brine without tracer into the micromodel gave the
following results:

Figure 4.14.1 - Pressure response over time (mm:ss) during the first brine injection

•

Step (1) – Brine injection with polystyrene microparticles
The pressure response for the subsequent injection of brine with tracer gave the following
graph:
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Figure 4.1.2 - Pressure response over time (mm:ss) during the brine injection with tracer

We can observe that the pressure response for both injections is very similar; 31,8 mbar for the first
one and 31,0 mbar for the second one.
The resistance factor (RF) for the brine with tracer injection can thus be calculated:
𝑅𝑅𝐹 = (
𝑅𝑅𝐹 =

∆𝑃𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑟
∆𝑃𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑟

)

31,8 𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑟
= 1,025 ≈ 1
31,0 𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑟

As the residual resistance factor was equal to 1, this indicated that the pressure response was
unchanged from one injection to the other. From this result, we may conclude that the tracer
particles cause minimal, if any, alteration in permeability or porosity, as the pressure response was
minimally affected by the inclusion of the polystyrene microparticles.
This showed that the polystyrene microparticles were appropriate tracer particles for the
experiment, so the second part was then carried out.

4.1.2 Study of Polymer injection
•

Step (3) – Brine injection
The second injection of brine without tracer, again shows no visible alteration in pressure
response, conforming with the results presented above:
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Figure 4.1.3 - Pressure response over time (mm:ss) during step (3)

The final stabilized pressure was 10,2 mbar. This result, while different from the first two injections,
is not problematic, as this injection was performed after the model being cleaned. We can thus
assume that the model was simply cleaner than in the first part of the experiment.
•

Step (4) – Polymer injection with tracer particles
The injection of polymer with tracer showed the following response:

Figure 4.1.4 - Pressure response over time (mm:ss) during step (4)

As is visible from the graph above, the response is much slower than for brine, due to the viscosity of
the polymer. The first part of the graph corresponds to the stage where brine is being pushed out of
the micromodel, while the second part, with a much higher gradient, represents the moment when
the model is being saturated with polymer. The final stabilized response is taken to be 551,7 mbar.
•

Step (5) – Brine injection
Brine was again injected without tracer, flushing out the polymer inside the micromodel,
giving the following result:
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Figure 4.1.5 - Pressure response over time (mm:ss) during step (5)

Here the pressure response of the polymer flooding of the previous step and the brine injection are
shown. Pressure decreased significantly after flushing the micromodel with brine. The final stabilized
pressure was taken as 14,2 mbar, higher than the initial 10,2 mbar.
Thus we can calculate the RRF:
𝑅𝑅𝐹 =

14,2
10,2

= 1,39

This indicates a significant, permanent change in permeability; even after flushing the polymer out
of the micromodel with the same solution of brine, the pressure response never recovers to its prepolymer flooding levels.

•

Step (6)
The final injection of brine with tracer, gave the following pressure response:

Figure 4.1.6 - Pressure response over time (mm:ss) during step (6)
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As we can see from the pressure graph, the response is vastly different from step 5, even though
they both consist of brine injections; the only difference between them being the presence of tracer
particles in step (6). This could be an indication that although the tracer particles did not have an
effect on their own, they could cause any pre-existing plugging effect to be magnified as a result of
the interaction and aggregation between the tracer particles and the polymer chains.

4.2 Streamline visualisation
Streamline visualisation involved observing the flow of fluids through the pores and identifying any
signs of plugging and changes to the flow geometry. The following result section was divided based
on the images taken for the 5 points spread around the micromodel, as indicated in Figure 3.5.1.

Figure 3.5.1 - Schematic representation of the micromodel and the placement of photographed points
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4.2.1 Point 1

Figure 4.2.1 – Brine injection, Step (1)

Figure 4.2.2 - Polymer injection, Step (4)
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Figure 4.2.3 - Brine injection without tracer, Step (5)

Figure 4.2.4 – Brine injection with tracer, Step (6) – Narrow pores with visual signs of plugging are indicated by a red arrow

As visible from the pictures of the flow in the successive steps, the three tube-shaped pores at the
top all show signs of partial blockage, with the flow having been visibly narrowed. The top left pore
in particular, seems to have been completely plugged, as the tracer particles just outside of it do not
show signs of rapid movement.
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While the tracer did not appear to cause plugging effect when step (1) was performed (Figure 4.2.1),
it appears to worsen the plugging caused by the polymer injection. The blockage of the two tubeshaped pores at the bottom seem to get progressively worse in steps (5) and (6) (Figures 4.2.3 and
4.2.4), even though these steps only involve the injection of brine and brine with tracer, respectively.
This could be due to the tendency of the polystyrene particles to adhere to Flopaam polymer chains.
The penetration of tracer particles into small corners (bottom left and bottom right) however, seems
to have increased; hinting to a higher areal sweep efficiency.

4.2.2 Point 2

Figure 4.2.5 - Brine injection, Step (1)
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Figure 4.2.6 - Polymer injection, Step (4)

The above two figures clearly demonstrate the improved flow of polymer in inaccessible corners
compared to simple water flooding.

As shown on Figure 4.2.7,
before the polymer
injection, flow appears
homogeneous, even
through the narrow pores.

Figure 4.2.7 - Brine injection, Step (1)
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During and after the polymer
injection, however, the flow
appears narrowed; it is visibly
faster in the center of the
pore, compared to the edges
(Figure 4.2.8).

Figure 4.2.8 - Polymer injection, Step (4)

4.2.3 Point 3

Figure 4.2.9 - Brine injection, Step (1)
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Figure 4.2.10 - Brine injection, Step (6)

During the brine injection prior to the injection of polymers (Figure 4.2.9), we observed the flow
going mainly through the left narrow pore, whereas after the during step (6) (Figure 4.2.10), after
the polymer injection, the flow seems to have shifted mainly to the right one. The bubble present
during the injection in step (1) may have largely been responsible for the differences observed,
nevertheless, Figure 4.2.10 clearly shows the flow in the left pore to have been significantly slowed
and obstructed.
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Figure 4.2.11 - Brine injection, Step (1)
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Figure 4.2.12 - Brine injection, Step (6)

As seen on Figures 4.2.11 and 4.2.12, the flow seems to have been mostly diverted from small pores
towards larger pores. This may due to the plugging of the smaller pores, forcing the flow to be
redirected towards larger, more open spaces.
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4.2.4 Point 4

In this more peripheral part of the
micromodel, flow appeared slow
prior to the injection of polymer.
Brine may flow quite directly
through the main axis of flow – a
fairly straight line from the input to
the output of the model- and not
flow significantly in the corners,
where points 4 and 5 are located.
This evident on Figure 4.2.13, where
the left pore has little to no tracer
particles flowing through it, showing
incomplete sweep.

Figure 4.2.13 - Brine injection, Step (1)

Compared to step (1), the tracer in
step (6) seems to have better
penetrated the pores and reached
further, more isolated pores.
The pore to the left which contained
no tracer particles on Figure 4.2.13
showed significant improvement in
sweep efficiency after the polymer
injection (Figure 4.2.14).

Figure 4.2.14 - Brine injection, Step (6)
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4.2.5 Point 5

Figure 4.2.15- Brine injection, Step (1)
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Figure 4.2.16 - Polymer injection, Step (4)

In the areas circled in red on Figures 4.2.15 and 4.2.16, we clearly see that the flow towards the
corners was improved. Overall, plugging appears less significant, in points 4 and 5, as no pores have
been completely obstructed, and even where the flow is narrowed. This is perhaps due to their more
peripheral position relative to the first three points.
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4.3 Statistical Analysis
In order to assess the degree and the spatial distribution of the plugging in the micromodel, a
statistical analysis will be performed.
This consists in dividing the microscope pictures in a 10x10 grid and classifying the degree of
plugging into four categories: low, medium, high, or null. The null value will also be used for grid
blocks that do not contain any pores.
The following result section was divided based on the images taken for the 5 points spread around
the micromodel, as indicated in Figure 3.5.1.

Figure 3.5.1 - Schematic representation of the micromodel and the placement of photographed points
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4.3.1 Point 1
Step (4) – Polymer injection with tracer

The results may be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid

blocks showing
blocks showing
blocks showing
blocks showing

no plugging (green): 62%
limited plugging (yellow): 21%
moderate plugging (orange): 12%
severe plugging (red): 5%
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Step (5) – Brine injection without tracer

The results may be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid

blocks showing no plugging (green): 61%
blocks showing limited plugging (yellow): 14%
blocks showing moderate plugging (orange): 18%
blocks showing severe plugging (red): 7%
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Step (6) – Brine injection with tracer

The results may be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid

blocks showing no plugging (green): 55%
blocks showing limited plugging (yellow): 18%
blocks showing moderate plugging (orange): 15%
blocks showing severe plugging (red): 12%
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Point 1 – Overview
Table 4.3.1
Degree of Plugging
Null
Low
Medium
High
Total

Step (4) – Polymer
62
21
12
5
100

Step (5) – Brine
61
14
18
7
100

Step (6) – Brine and
Tracer Particles
55
18
15
12
100

In Point 1, polymer retention began at a rate of 38% during the first polymer injection, after which it
was worsened slightly by the subsequent brine injection. The final brine injection with tracer
increased the polymer retention by a significant rate, both in overall proportion (7% increase) and in
magnitude – the grid blocks in the “severe plugging” increased by 7% from the polymer injection to
the final injection of brine with tracer. The evolution of plugging over the successive injections is
shown in the graph below.
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40

Low
Medium

30

High
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0
Step (4) - Polymer

Step (5) - Brine

Step (6) – Brine and Tracer
Particles

Figure 4.3.1 – Evolution of polymer retention throughout subsequent injections for Point 1

The graph shows a slight decrease in the number of grid blocks in the “null plugging” category, as
well as a gradual increase in the proportion of grid blocks with increasing severity of polymer
retention – this is visible from the shift to the right of the columns size-wise. Worthy of note is the
fact that the brine injection mostly seems to increase the severity of the plugging slightly, as
opposed to spreading it further to unobstructed areas, whereas the injection of brine with tracer
increases both the extent of the polymer retention as well as the magnitude of it.
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4.3.2 Point 2
Step (4) – Polymer injection with tracer

The results may be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid

blocks showing no plugging (green): 69%
blocks showing limited plugging (yellow): 21%
blocks showing moderate plugging (orange): 9%
blocks showing severe plugging (red): 1%
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Step (5) – Brine injection without tracer

The results may be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid

blocks showing no plugging (green): 70%
blocks showing limited plugging (yellow): 19%
blocks showing moderate plugging (orange): 10%
blocks showing severe plugging (red): 1%
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Step (6) – Brine injection with tracer

The results may be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid

blocks showing no plugging (green): 71%
blocks showing limited plugging (yellow): 14%
blocks showing moderate plugging (orange): 13%
blocks showing severe plugging (red): 2%
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Point 2 – Overview
Table 4.3.2
Degree of Plugging
Null
Low
Medium
High
Total

Step (4) - Polymer
Step (5) - Brine
69
70
21
19
9
10
1
1
100
100

Step (6) – Brine and Tracer
Particles
71
14
13
2
100

In Point 2, the extent of the plugging seems to have remained fairly constant, even decreasing
slightly (2% from step (4) to step (6)). However, in those areas that were plugged, the severity of
polymer retention was worsened. The evolution is visualised in the graph below.
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Figure 4.3.2 – Evolution of polymer retention throughout subsequent injections for Point 2

As seen on the graph above, the degree of unobstructed areas remained constant at around 70%,
but the height of the columns gradually shifts from left to right, indicating an increase in the severity
of the polymer retention.
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4.3.3 Point 3
Step (4) – Polymer injection with tracer

The results may be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid

blocks showing
blocks showing
blocks showing
blocks showing

no plugging (green): 66%
limited plugging (yellow): 24%
moderate plugging (orange): 8%
severe plugging (red): 2%
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Step (5) – Brine injection without tracer

The results may be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid

blocks showing
blocks showing
blocks showing
blocks showing

no plugging (green): 67%
limited plugging (yellow): 19%
moderate plugging (orange): 13%
severe plugging (red): 1%

Step (6) – Brine injection with tracer
The statistical analysis yields the following result:
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As we can see from the color-coded grid above, most of the area is unaffected (55 of 100 grid blocks)
or shows limited plugging effects (19 yellow grid blocks out of 100).
The results may be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid

blocks showing
blocks showing
blocks showing
blocks showing

no plugging (green): 55%
limited plugging (yellow): 19%
moderate plugging (orange): 19%
severe plugging (red): 7%
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Point 3 – Overview
Table 4.3.3
Degree of Plugging
Null
Low
Medium
High
Total

Step (4) - Polymer
Step (5) - Brine
Step (6) – Brine and Tracer Particles
66
67
55
24
19
19
8
13
19
2
1
7
100
100
100

In Point 3, the degree of polymer retention began at 34% and decreased slightly to 33% with the
following brine injection – while the polymer retention did not spread further to unobstructed areas,
the plugged zones showed an increase in the magnitude of the plugging. The final brine injection
with tracer particles on the other hand, increased the degree of plugging by a significant amount, to
45%.
The results are represented by the following graph:
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Figure 4.3.35 – Evolution of polymer retention throughout subsequent injections for Point 3

As represented in Figure 4.3.3, the evolution from the polymer injection to the following brine
injection was moderate in scale; the overall extent of plugging remained fairly similar but some of
the areas with low plugging shifted to medium plugging. The injection of brine with tracer however,
increased both the extent and degree of the plugging; as in Point 1, a noticeable shift towards higher
degrees of plugging was visible for step (6) when compared to the previous ones.
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4.3.4 Point 4
Step (4) – Polymer injection with tracer

The results may be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid

blocks showing no plugging (green): 87%
blocks showing limited plugging (yellow): 13%
blocks showing moderate plugging (orange): 0%
blocks showing severe plugging (red): 0%
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Step (5) – Brine injection without tracer

The results may be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid

blocks showing no plugging (green): 84%
blocks showing limited plugging (yellow): 9%
blocks showing moderate plugging (orange): 7%
blocks showing severe plugging (red): 0%
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Step (6) – Brine injection with tracer

The results may be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid

blocks showing no plugging (green): 73%
blocks showing limited plugging (yellow): 22%
blocks showing moderate plugging (orange): 3%
blocks showing severe plugging (red): 2%
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Point 4 – Overview
Table 4.3.4
Degree of Plugging
Null
Low
Medium
High
Total

Step (4) - Polymer
Step (5) - Brine
Step (6) – Brine and Tracer Particles
87
84
73
13
9
22
0
7
3
0
0
2
100
100
100

In Point 4, the percentage of unobstructed grid blocks began at 87%, much higher than for the other
points; this may be explained by the fact that Point 4 was at a more peripheral position than the
other points, which were found along the main axis of fluid flow.
While the overall plugging appeared much lower in this region than in other areas of the
micromodel, the overall trend, of a slight increase in plugging with the brine injection followed by a
more significant one with the injection of brine with tracer, still held true here, as represented by
the following graph:
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Figure 4.3.4 - Evolution of polymer retention throughout subsequent injections for Point 4
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4.3.5 Point 5
Step (4) – Polymer injection with tracer

The results may be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid

blocks showing no plugging (green): 88%
blocks showing limited plugging (yellow): 12%
blocks showing moderate plugging (orange): 0%
blocks showing severe plugging (red): 0%
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Step (5) – Brine injection without tracer

The results may be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid

blocks showing no plugging (green): 84%
blocks showing limited plugging (yellow): 16%
blocks showing moderate plugging (orange): 0%
blocks showing severe plugging (red): 0%
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Step (6) – Brine injection with tracer

The results may be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid

blocks showing no plugging (green): 84%
blocks showing limited plugging (yellow): 10%
blocks showing moderate plugging (orange): 6%
blocks showing severe plugging (red): 0%
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Point 5 – Overview
Table 4.3.5
Degree of Plugging
Null
Low
Medium
High
Total

Step (4) - Polymer
Step (5) - Brine
88
84
12
16
0
0
0
0
100
100

Step (6) – Brine and Tracer Particles
84
10
6
0
100

As in Point 4, the degree of plugging appeared much lower in Point 5 than in points along the main
axis of fluid flow, namely Points 1, 2 and 3. Nevertheless, plugging increased slightly after the brine
injection – from 12 to 16% - and worsened more significantly during the injection of brine with
tracer particles, where the percentage of grid blocks with medium plugging increased from 0 to 6%.
The data is represented in the graph below:
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Figure 4.3.5 - Evolution of polymer retention throughout subsequent injections for Point 5

The graph above shows that the plugging spread slightly after step (5), and worsened in magnitude
after the injection with tracer. Overall, plugging effects were least visible in this point compared to
the other ones, even less so than in Point 4, which is also on a peripheral position. This could be
explained by the fact that Point 5 is not only a distance away from the main axis of fluid flow, but
also that the direction of flow is not favourable to polymer accumulation in this area.
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4.3.6 Overview – Discussion and results
Spatial distribution of polymer retention
The statistical analysis shows that the polymer is more likely to be retained in areas along
the main axis of fluid flow; in the case of this experiment, points 1, 2 and 3.
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Figure 4.3.6 - Percentage of plugging-free grid blocks

The graph above shows the percentage of grid blocks with no visible signs of polymer
retention during the polymer injection (Step (4)) for each point. Points 1, 2 and 3 were in the 62-69%
range whereas the more peripheral points 4 and 5 were in the 87-88% range, indicating a clear
difference between the main axis points and the peripheral ones.
Polymer was also retained to a greater extent near the injection point than in areas further
away from said point, this is exemplified by the lowest value being that of Point 1 in the graph
above. This is consistent with the findings mentioned in the literature (Sorbie, 2013), where polymer
entrapment was observed as being highest near the injector.

Polymer retention with subsequent injections
In all the points, a slight increase in the severity of plugging was observed after the subsequent brine
injection (Step (5)) and sometimes in the extent of it. This may be explained by the fact that any
remaining polymer left in suspension will tend to either flow out or aggregate in any areas where
plugging has already occurred.
A more significant increase was noted after the injection of brine with tracer, however. This could be
caused by a tendency of the polystyrene-based microparticles to interact and with the polymer
chains and be attracted to each other through van der Waals forces (Carraher, 2003).
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4.4 Pore size and Polymer Entrapment
In an attempt to further determine the link between pore size and mechanical entrapment of
polymer chains, the diameter of 21 heavily blocked pores was measured at their narrowest point,
using the scale given by the microscope software, based on magnification.

Figure 4.4.1 - Microscope software allows us to introduce a scale on the image based on magnfication used

The narrowest point of the tube was measured under the assumption that it represented the
“limiting factor” and was the reason a given segment was blocked. The following histogram visually
represents the distribution of pore sizes.
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Figure 4.4.26 - Histogram of pore size distribution among plugged pores

As predicted, smaller pore sizes were overrepresented in the heavily plugged pores, with the
smallest value of 75 μm, while rare overall in the micromodel, was prevalent among the heavily
blocked pores. No pore of over 405 μm was plugged in this sample, hence this could be considered a
cut-off value above which this solution of Flopaam will not cause plugging to occur.
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5. Remarks and conclusion
Some of the positive effects noted by the injection of polymers include an improved penetration
of pores, especially in those that lead to a dead end. On the edges of the micromodel, the flow
seems to have improved.
These improved results however, come with the downside of plugging of some of the smaller pores.
The RRF value suggests that even with subsequent brine floods, the permeability is permanently
altered and production may be affected.
The pressure analysis further revealed that although the tracer particles had no effect when
injected on their own, they seemed to worsen the plugging previously caused by the polymer
injection, which was further confirmed by streamline visualisation. This is probably caused by an
interaction between the polystyrene microparticles and the polymer chains, by hydrostatic
attraction or dipole-dipole interaction, but the causes and mechanism of this phenomenon should
be the focus of further investigation.
Plugging distribution was confirmed to be mainly concentrated near the injection point,
even at microscopic scale, in accordance with the observations at oil-field scale.
Furthermore, plugging was found to be permanent; even after further brine injections were
carried out, the plugging remained. This was coherent with the values of RRF of the pressure
analysis, which demonstrated that the permeability had been irreversibly altered.
Finally, the most significant variable identified is perhaps pore size, which seems to correlate
highly with the severity of plugging; indeed, no pore over 405 μm was plugged in this experiment. It
is worth keeping in mind however, that this value is only a valid cut-off value for this particular
Flopaam polymer batch, as longer polymer chains could block larger pores. Salinity also modifies
polymer geometry and may have an effect on the overall pore size that may be blocked.

As such, further research should focus on the influence of various environmental factors on
plugging; namely how salinity, temperature and polymer concentration are correlated with the
degree of plugging. In addition, the link between different polymer types and the degree of plugging
could also be analysed.
In the future, further research could also investigate the causes of the interaction between the
polystyrene microparticles and the polymers and its underlying mechanisms, to better understand
why plugging was worsened by the injection of the tracer.
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